Hard X-ray micro(spectro)scopy: a powerful tool for the geomicrobiologists.
During the past few decades, the use of electron microscopy approaches - many developed by Terry Beveridge - to probe the physiology of microorganisms has become a mainstay in fields including microbiology, human health, and geomicrobiology. Recent developments of third-generation synchrotron X-ray sources and X-ray-based microscopy approaches for studying microbial systems have proved their utility as complements to the very powerful approaches regularly employed by electron microscopists. In addition, in recent geomicrobiological studies, researchers have begun to take advantage of the strengths of each technique by using the superior spatial resolution of the electron microscope (relative to the X-ray microscope) and the superior elemental sensitivity of the X-ray microscope (relative to the electron microscope), along with the ability of the X-ray microscope to spatially probe the chemical speciation of elements. The benefits of integrating these two nanoprobes for investigating the same microenvironments within a geomicrobial system are far superior to those of independent studies separately employing each probe.